Ethiopia: Humanitarian Snapshot (8 November 2016)
Responding to El Niño

Other ongoing priorities

The biggest drought response in history

Refugees: 38,331 new arrivals from South Sudan since September 2016.
Acute Watery Diarrhoea: 25,793 cases reported since November 2015. The outbreak may not
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The biggest emergency seed response in Ethiopia
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be contained before the next rainy season.

Niña phenomenon in the Pacific Ocean, and more significantly the current negative Indian Ocean Dipole, may
affect water availability, livestock body condition and
Meher harvest performance in parts of southern and eastern Ethiopia. A negative Indian Ocean Dipole is typically
associated with below-average rainfall across East Africa
during the short rains (September to December).
The Government-led, humanitarian partner-supported,
Meher assessment will be starting on 22 November, the
preparation and training of assessment teams is already
underway. The assessment will last for two weeks in
cropping areas and three weeks in pastoral areas. Whilst
the Humanitarian Requirements Document (HRD) for
2017 will only be finalized in mid-January, Government
and humanitarian partners are hoping to share indicative
planning and financial requirements in the coming weeks.
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Crops: How woredas anticipate meher harvest performance
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US$72 million programmed via the multi-donor Ethiopia Humanitarian Fund; average lead time from project
submission to agreement: 33 days
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Water: Woredas reporting some kebeles are facing

Outlook:There are concerning indications that the La- water shortages
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Feedback: eth-ocha@un.org https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/operations/ethiopia
The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. Note: The woredas highlighted on the mapping shown here were surveyed as part of a joint OCHA-NDRMC response monitoring.

